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A  L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

Although I know this letter will likely read longer than it should, and it 

will be read by fewer than it ought to, those of  you who know me for 

my loquacity and love me for the narratives that precede every answer 

and explanation will read on; that may be enough.

This letter will be arranged chronologically due to the fact that I cannot 

begin to assign importance to those who made this moment possible. 

Who is to say which is mightiest?  The smallest breeze which ripples 
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the pool extends its effects on the sphere as much so as that of  a stone 

skipped from shore. Any and every action, even those regrettable, has 

played its part in this magazine you now hold.

I suppose this journey began for me in the mid- 1990s as an 

undergraduate student at the Poly Technic university in San Luis 

Obispo: Cal Poly.  Our liberal arts college was small. It did not take 

long for me to come under the guidance of  Al Landwehr and join in an 

excellent and intimate readers’ group.  Those people, Leigh Anne and 

Matt especially, gave me the critical mentoring and laudatory feedback 

to inspire me to begin and to motivate me to continue.  Even during 

the longest lapses of  writer’s ennui, I go back to the criticism and 

praise those first readers honestly gave.

Following my post secondary degree, and way too many more of  

Al’s classes than allowed, I was fortunate to work on my MFA in 

creative writing with Kate Haake in the non-residency program 

offered through Cal State Northridge during the early part of  2000.  

Here again, I worked with a small and talented group of  writers 

and professors who taught me much that has stayed with me today.  

With these professionals, I was outside of  my fan base and sphere of  

influence.  I had to hold my own and accept the tough love, which 

forced me to work from another place inside of  me that I did not know 

existed.  Burrowing is a technique I gratefully came away with and 

created “Hobie, 333 Stunt.”

The new millennium brought me to Copper Mountain College 

and the Creative Writing and Literary Society run by Greg Gilbert.  

Working as an adjunct instructor allowed me time to meet with and 

gather sage advice from the remarkably talented writers in the Literary 

Society.  Donald Sachs and Les Rogers graciously read, reviewed and 

wrote on numerous editions of  “Tell Them it’s Amber.” Hopefully 

submitting my works to Howl that first year, I felt having a piece 

selected for submission was monumental.  I never would have been 

able to imagine then that I would be sitting here today as editor of  this 

fine literary magazine.

Greg Gilbert regretfully resigned as editor of  Howl after he retired 

from full time professorship at CMC.  There was a dark period when 

Howl was pitched this way and that.  In 2013, I was honored with the 

position of  faculty editor of  Howl.  Soon enough, I put together an 

eager group of  editors, both student and faculty.  We would meet at 

Pie for the People and throw everything on the table, including the 

pies.  None of  us had any real idea of  what to do, and we had a lot of  

great ideas. 

Richard Sanchez was a valuable asset in that he had worked as a 

volunteer editor on Howl for several years.  He gave our team some 

structure and guidelines that we desperately needed.  

 

A Letter from the Editor
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Katie-Lynn Sarchet had also worked on the previous editions and 

brought with her knowledge of  the finer details which streamlined a 

lot of  our work – to some people’s chagrin. As a student volunteer, she 

dedicated much time and many memory receptors as our unofficial 

secretary.  Katie-Lynn was always ready to help in a heart beat, and she 

and I traded losing and finding marbles. We will miss her.

Robert Wanless I met at the previous Howl reading. I had no idea who 

he was, and – honestly – his intensity frightened me a bit.  I learned to 

channel it, though, and use it in places where I was more timid. Always 

courageous, respectful, and loyal, Rob helped lift us from our moments 

of  despair.  As a part-time faculty volunteer, he made connections and 

kept things in balance in order to make this year’s Howl a success.

Charlotte Burns had been a student of  mine, and I was smitten with 

her from the first day I met her.  As a volunteer, she helped coordinate 

some of  our events throughout the valley in addition to submitting 

some fine art work and poems.  Her artistry and style added some 

needed levity to the project.

Steven Lusk, also a previous student of  mine, eagerly joined our team 

as a volunteer. Together, he and I laughed so much during the making 

of  this magazine.  His musical and other professional contacts in the 

community helped round out our events.  In a pinch, he rallied the 

players to bring Howl up a notch.  “I don’t like 1920’s Paris.”

Sandy Smith was indefatigable as our Foundation supporter and all 

around cheer leader.  She knows how to get things done, and she 

showcased this year’s Howl from the get go.  She never neglected to 

let me know how much she believed in me and in this project.  Her 

enthusiasm bolstered my confidence.  Sandy is someone I always want 

on my team.  Without Sandy, Howl would not be possible.

Michael Bryant was my student for a year.  We connected when he 

came to my house to work on another project.  I quickly noticed 

his talents, and I asked him to join our team as photographer and 

videographer.  Although he was reluctant – he volunteers much of  his 

time on campus to other projects – he has never let us down.   Michael 

perfected our images and his work under our wacky parameters and 

differing schedules.  His professionalism improves the caliber of  this 

year’s Howl. Michael also inspired “Fat Tuesday Russian Caravan.”

Melissa Sabol at Oasis Office Supply is incredible; I don’t know where 

to begin.  From our first meeting, she inspired us work with a larger 

community base and bring Howl off  campus for more to enjoy.  

Melissa was able to see what we could not: Howl lacked identity and a 

widespread audience.  She suggested we bring the readings into holistic 

events, which include local talents and businesses.  Melissa is possibly 

the most professional person I have ever worked with; in addition to 

that level of  ethics, she is creative, receptive, patient, humble, artistic, 

A Letter from the Editor
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enthusiastic, and nurturing.  Melissa has vision, and she lent that vision 

to Howl.  Much of  her time and effort was donated to the perfection 

of  this year’s Howl.

Our team received many wonderful submissions.  The editors read and 

responded to a great deal of  fine writing.  We chose what we believe 

to be the best of  the submissions.  We are grateful to all of  the writers: 

students, faculty, staff, and community members.  Please keep writing 

and submitting works for next year’s edition of  Howl.  With the grace 

of  the Copper Mountain College Foundation, the Copper Mountain 

College Board of  Trustees, and the Copper Mountain College Alumni 

Association, I will be allowed to serve as Howl’s editor again next year.

Ellen e Baird

Twentynine Palms, California

2014

A R T  &  L I T E R AT U R E
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Charcoal Drawing
by Ed Zeppenfeldt

Melancholy is an existence of realities that make us miserable

As I walk along the beach where waves are crashing in the distance by the rocks

An unhappy moment that passes through the silhouettes 

I watch the angriness in the swells as they splash and roll back

Time that heals all wounds, but recollections, always there to remember

Watching he collision of water verses surges of swells

Take you back to the time when things were not highly regarded 

Hiding the truth, so innocent…I’d recognize what you tried to conceal from me

Always knew, felt it in the defiance of your approach

Like a wave’s inconsistency, the brash manner in your opinions

They lacked responsibility, no maturity,

Leading me to and fro, like the movement in flowing breaks

Someone else was at fault, never yours, ripples of water on the seashore

I would cry myself to sleep no more, watch the surges of emotion

Showering my with spray, as they crash against the rocks

Waves of Emotions
by Cynthia Aholelei
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The power of words, impact you

Feel joy or guilt, laughter in a story

Beliefs taught through the ages

Words have domination 

They are the application of intelligence

Teach, judge, apply to well being

 Verses, memorized, lesson taught

All would be lost, if not for vocabularies

Song lyrics tell of love lost

Poems of inspiration, stories that dispute battles of freedom

Speeches of promises to come

Just confrontations that promote potential

Tales of untruths, feelings hurt

Terms of expressions that can’t be taken back

The Influence of Words
by Cynthia Aholelei

Anger metaphors that invent coinage

A moment to live through without regret

Should have been discussed without drama

Exaggerations in a flash of annoyance

Simple words we use everyday

Never realizing the impact they have

Choose your vocabulary carefully

Make a difference in your language

We all listen, but don’t understand

Someday we will be on the same page
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In a world of mass illusions,

What can we really know?

Are we really here?

Where do we come from, where do we go?

There’s only so much that we can truly know.

Some say seeing is believing

but even that can be deceiving

Magic tricks and mystics

Mirages and walking sticks

Prove it with arithmetics.

This mind tainted with delusions

Is my very own

I think, I see, I hear

Therefore I exist, it must be so.

It’s the one thing for certain that I know.

The Rationalist’s Mind
by Charlotte Burns

Don’t go jumping to conclusions

Don’t trust all that you’re told

Some of what you hear

Are misconceptions from days of old

What of the past can we ever really know?

Some say seeing is believing 

but even that can be deceiving

Sleight of hand and grains of sand

Curve balls and news of Iran

All I know’s I think, therefore I am.

Amidst all of life’s confusions

Doubt everything you’re shown

Falsities disappear

When you question the status quo

That’s the only way we will ever really know.
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Charcoal Figure Study
by Heather Schmidt

In the end

Something about you lingered around

Nestled in the leaves 

that had fallen to the ground

What should I do but jump in them,

Crumple them.

Such relief 

in that crinkling sound

of the hidden love we never found. 

November
by Charlotte Burns
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She walks down the hallway and is greeted by smiles and hellos

 But an ugly feeling in her takes and twists all things pleasant

Invites and Friendships are extended to her

 But the hideous feeling contorts it to pity

Questions are asked in purpose to engage friendly conversation

 The feeling murmurs to her that she is last pick

A boy takes interest and hopes for a smile in return

 “His friends dared him to talk to you” screams in her head 

The smiles and hellos have dwindled to smirks and half waves

 Her head hangs low as she walks

Invites stop and friendships form excluding her

 Her skin has lost its healthy glow

Conversations are whispered around her

 The added layers of clothing cover her body as it slowly withers

Boys and girls hold hands and walk the halls in pairs

 Her cloths darken

Swallowed Up
by Courtney Paige Freeman

Her appetite for food leaves

The ambition that once filled her has faded in the distance

Pressure of perfect pushes her down

Shadows are larger than her

She’s lost and confused

And the feeling speaks again

“You’re small, nothing, no one cares for you”

And she’s swallowed whole; by the one thing no one thought could take her.

Rows of tears and swollen eyes sit

A coffin propped there in front

A picture of a girl smiles

A girl who wanted and could have had it all lays down for eternity

A hooded figure stands in front of everyone, yet none can see

The figure lifts its head but no face is shown, for depression is faceless.
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Isometric Study
by Amber Mendez

Isometric Study
by Jamie Hayward
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here’s this university program that works with child 

prodigies and their families to help them negotiate the 

challenges of  upper division course work, for example 

an 11 year old completing an advanced program in particle physics 

at Stanford. The program’s somewhat misleading acronym is SPA 

for Stanford Prodigies Academy. The VP responsible for SPA, a tall, 

Among the Wastes of  Time
by Greg Gilbert

T
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statuesque physicist in her mid 60s, April Lincoln, plus several other 

educators, myself  included, dined in Washington DC one evening 

a little more than five years ago, after a day of  meetings on higher 

education funding and accountability. Our food orders taken and our 

drinks served, Dr. Lincoln told us a most bizarre story, one that has 

since become a favorite of  the chattering classes. It seems that one 

SPA’s early grads, Timothy Grimes, a chubby, nerdish little African-

American boy with shoulder-length dreads – now a young man 

of  21 but then only 16 when he had completed dual Ph.D.s, one in 

Cosmology, Relativity and Gravity and the other in Elementary 

Particle Physics, Field Theory, and String Theory – was fascinated by 

the possibility of  parallel universes and, thus, proposed some rather 

original experiments. 

 As Dr. Lincoln recounted her story, flames from the fireplace 

flickered off  cutlery, stemware and created dozens of  cozy scenes 

in the restaurant’s window panes. The warmth of  the room offered 

respite from a fog draped world beyond, the nation’s capital with its 

perpetually heightened security systems and cement barriers. 

 Dr. Lincoln began by stating that the basis for Timothy Grimes’ 

experiments was his claim that all of  existence is an interactive weave 

of  multi-dimensional vibrations. At the smallest level the vibrations 

are understood as quantum activity, but when aligned on a large scale, 

they give rise to what we see as our universe. Grimes’ science was 

based on a model that proclaimed existence as holographic slipstreams 

that continually splinter off  from one another to form their our own 

time-space continuums, like lightning in a jar, dividing, branching, 

crossing, and aligning. He likened his model to the blur within 

the harmonics of  a multitude of  plucked strings, blurs that act as 

holographic-like representations clear down to the quantum level, the 

sizzling backdrop to all existence. Imagine an infinity of  harp strings 

vibrating, countless oscillations, each a different universe. According 

to the young genius, there are infinite possible realities, but most 

extraordinary is his claim that all of  existence is an illusion, that the 

space-time continuum is a mirage beyond which we are not able to 

see. What he claimed he could do, given the right conditions, meaning 

a laboratory and a backer with deep pockets, is tap directly into 

another time-space continuum, another universe, as it were. While 

his proposal was viewed as eccentric to the point of  shear nuttiness 

by program officials, including Stanford’s leading physicists, Grimes, 

being clever and resourceful, procured a sizable grant from an aging 

Trekkie who’d made a killing in textiles, and so began his experiments. 

Long story short, after setting up three minutely calculated sensors on 

towers, one in California, another near the northern coast of  Spain, 

and a third on Somerset Island, in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and 

after renting time on a satellite in geostationary orbit and conducting a 

series of  trial and error experiments, he uplinked to the satellite, drew 

the signals into a single projection and, voilả! picked up faint images 

that flickered in incomprehensible patterns. By recording and playing 
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the signals at a considerably increased rate, a ratio of  400 to one, the 

images became comprehensible. What appeared was preposterous, a 

prehistoric world, not Jurassic with dinosaurs, but more Paleolithic 

with wooly mammoths, hyenas, and – of  greatest interest, a small 

band of  humanoids. 

 Now, even though the images were faint and indistinct, since he 

had established with these ghostly images the feasibility of  his theory, 

his next step would be to establish a portal that resonated with the 

images, essentially, a docking system whereby he could enter the other 

existence. Using supercomputers, he collected data and calculated sets 

of  measures for everything contained within the images. Next, within 

his lab he had a small, enclosed room erected, which he christened the 

Holodeck, after the recreational center on Star Trek’s Enterprise. 

 Well, as you can imagine, we were all leaning across the table 

listening with rapt attention. The only one who wasn’t a stranger 

to the story was the VP’s boss, her Chancellor, Dr. Benito Francis, 

who affirmed everything being said. Naturally, we all wondered why 

such an astounding breakthrough hadn’t been widely publicized, but 

we were asked to withhold questions until the entire story had been 

conveyed. 

 Now, it should be clear that not even the young genius was 

prepared for what happened when he entered the Holodeck – and, 

added the Chancellor, the real truth of  the story is known, more or 

less, by one person only, Timothy Grimes himself. 

 While Grimes’ theory unites quantum physics with general 

relativity and fits comfortably with string theory, none of  that was on 

his mind when he stepped through the door and entered the Holodeck. 

He had stripped off  his clothes and put on a sterilized paper jumpsuit 

so he wouldn’t contaminate the environment. His intent was to get a 

physical sense of  the docking area. As it turned out, so the story goes, 

he closed the door and found himself  in a three dimensional world 

that appeared true and genuine in every sense. It was, for all intents 

and purposes, real, a fully present primeval world. 

 In a panic, he felt for the door handle, but couldn’t locate it. 

Like a person in a nightmare who seeks comfort in the knowledge 

that it is only a dream, he knew that he was in a holographic field 

within his lab, only he soon discovered that the projected world didn’t 

conform to the limits of  the Holodeck. In this 3D world, he could 

travel far beyond the linear dimensions of  the room that housed the 

experiment. He found himself  on a chilly coastal plain populated by 

a few scrubby fir trees. He could see the ocean, feel its mist on his 

face, and he inhaled an atmosphere that was richer, earthier, and more 

organic than anything he’d ever experienced. He could feel the wind 

sweeping across the plain, and his skin prickled with the warmth of  

the sun. Even though it was midday, Venus hung in the sky like a faint 

jeweled orb. He was, for all practical purposes, in the past, and that’s 

where he remained, by his reckoning, for about six months.

  In later conversations, the young man said that he had 
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encountered a small band of  hunter gatherers that he believed to 

be Neanderthal, men, women and children, twenty-eight beings in 

all. They communicated in a language that relied more on musical 

tones than vowels and consonants. Mostly, though, they practiced 

an elaborate language of  gestures. Though naked, they carried 

intricately decorated spears and stone axes. Their complexions were 

dark, and their bodies and faces were filled with ornate scarring. They 

wore finely beaded necklaces and tied their hair back with woven 

grasses. After considering his own lack of  preparation to survive in 

a prehistoric world and observing in them what he interpreted as a 

benign disposition, he risked contacting their hunting party. As naked 

as Adam, he approached them with his head low and his eyes averted. 

At first, they were a little wary, but, basically, they were an innocent, 

trusting people who in appearance seemed a bit, in his words, like 

Easter Island statues, their features large and serene, benevolent. They 

accepted him. They taught him their crafts, how to hunt, set traps, and 

in the dimming light of  approaching night, they huddled within the 

dark interior of  a shallow limestone cave. Though they considered him 

weak and dependent, they treated him as one of  their own. It wasn’t 

long before he determined that they were retreating from an advancing 

ice age and had been pushed to this one coastal area and had remained 

there for some time. He concluded that their numbers had dwindled, 

which, he thought, helped to explain why they had so willingly taken 

him into their little tribe. He came to realize that they were highly 

conscious, but lacked the edgy, predatory restiveness of  modern 

Homo sapiens. They exhibited a quality that he found admirable, 

even beautiful, an innate tendency toward fixed concentration, a total 

absorption in anything that they were doing, weaving a rope, repairing 

a net, setting a trap, preparing a meal, or watching a sunset. They were 

masters of  reverie. Also, there were no divisions of  labor. They shared 

equally in all forms of  work, and though strong, lacked agility and 

mobility in their shoulders, arms, and hands. Thus they were skilled 

at working cooperatively, whether on the hunt or in preparing a meal, 

and their slowness suited their devotion to the passing moment.  

 Whenever he could, the young genius continued to search 

for the door to the lab, but finally, he surrendered to his new life as 

a hunter gatherer.  Before long, one of  the young women began to 

spend time next to him, remaining a silent presence during the day, 

bringing him gifts of  edible berries, nuts, and roots, weaving decorative 

grasses through his longish hair, and sharing with him the bear hide 

under which she slept at night. Thus he lost his virginity, and, thus, 

she became pregnant. He knew that, historically, there was genetic 

evidence of  Neanderthal and modern Homo sapiens interbreeding, 

though only mitochondrial, but even so he wondered if  this child 

would become part of  that pool of  evidence, if  he was becoming his 

own progenitor. Over the following months, as the young girl’s figure 

filled out, his chubbiness was replaced by a lean muscularity. Though 

he could see his reflection only in the occasional pool of  water, he 
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knew that a spare diet, little meat, and a physically active life were 

beneficial. He also began to notice the quieting of  his mind and that 

his incessant calculations and questions were growing less insistent. 

He came to care deeply for the little band of  people that had taken 

him in, and he came to love the girl with his whole being. 

 During his time in their world, he was with them when they 

huddled in their caves fearing attack by growing bands of  modern 

humans. He joined them on hunts and shared their communal love of  

the fire ring in the evening.    

 Then in the waning days of  summer, he and the girl were in 

search of  edible plants, and he was admiring the fullness of  her belly 

and breasts, when everything stopped, and he was standing alone and 

naked in the Holodeck, his paper jumpsuit on the floor next to him. He 

looked up and saw laboratory security officers and Fire Department 

personnel starring at him. Emergency generator lights were on, but all 

other sources of  electricity had ceased due to a power surge that had 

baked all laboratory circuitry and destroyed most of  the digitalized 

data. Lab records would show that no more than a few hours had 

elapsed since he’d entered the Holodeck.

       The young scientist pleaded for a chance to rebuild the lab and 

return to his Paleolithic tribe, to live out his days with the woman and 

his child. He argued that if  six months in the Paleolithic world, later 

dubbed Paleoland by the press, were but a few hours in this world, 

couldn’t the university and his backer allow him another lab – just 

for a month? A mere month would mean a lifetime to him, time to 

see his prehistoric life unfold, time to prepare a defense against their 

enemies, but the decision had been made. The power surge had fried 

the circuitry and destroyed his digital library of  images. His backer 

withdrew all funding, and Timothy Grimes was left to agonize over 

how his disappearance from Paleoland would inflict a haunting sorrow 

onto the lives of  his woman and child, an issue that would haunt him 

all the days of  his life  – or until he could find a way to return. He 

envisioned her sitting alone, her eyes fixed on the sea, searching for him 

in the advancing waves. In his darkest moments, he wondered if  her 

world even existed any longer or if  it had been extinguished during the 

power surge. He wondered also if, perhaps, some other version of  the 

young, muscular, quieted person he’d become had actually remained 

behind, a splintered fragment from his own world that would always 

remain behind, loving and defending his woman and their child, even 

as his other self  lived out his days in this distant segment of  space-time.

 Though he never denied his Paleolithic claims and continued to 

plead for new funding, no one took him seriously, and it was generally 

agreed that the old adage applied about the thin line separating 

genius from madness. Sadly, what records could be recovered revealed 

nothing more than his entering the Holodeck and moving about for 

several hours in what appeared to be an aimless trek through a foggy 

room. The images of  a prehistoric world were brief  and could easily 

have been falsified. His notes were too cryptic to be of  any value, and 
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Blue Landscape
by Jim Hanson

nobody stepped forward to support even the remote possibility of  his 

claims. More sadly still, said the Chancellor, the young man is presently 

living like a prospector somewhere along the northern coast of  Spain 

in a relentless search for genetic evidence. Some of  the people at the 

table laughed self-consciously and shook their heads dismissively. 

The VP did not laugh, however, and insisted that the whole situation 

was tragic, that she couldn’t help but wish that his story had been 

corroborated. She said that she’d always thought that he had believed 

his own claims. “Oh, but really,” said someone at the table, “surely 

you know that he was a delusional young man?” The VP answered 

that while that may be, the one thing that puzzled her, that she would 

always wonder at is his physical metamorphosis. How is it possible, 

she asked, that a chubby young man could become so lean, tall, and 

muscular in only a week’s time. How could this be explained?
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today the air is oddly light

 filled with volatility

  cracking wind giddy

one thinks only of the possible present

no longer nostalgic for the future

 of your childhood

the impossible past

 flakes away like dead skin peeling in a gale

time blends like water flowing

 and ashes from an urn

 stirring an unportentious mortality

 time moves but not at all

the still life in the fruit filled bowl

 silently turning     leaving     turning away      imperceptively

to that point sliding in soft decay to death.

the muffled gleam of all that’s gone

 gods of the sea and air

reality and recollection dust in and of the earth

 retains us and that is all

save in the memory of lingering others we persist a while

 like the recollection of a movie or a really fine meal

and we’ll be only a story they told in hand me down time

  

Hand Me Down Time
by Mike Green

living the temporary life on loan

  a loaner

griefs fade    gums recede    joys scab over

 absorbing days like a  sponge sucks dish water

the gray light grows growing ashen blooms internal

 festoons that must meet the knife

long legged October his shadow

 growing at dusk before him endless in his

tramping stubbled days like fields carelessly mown

 me a felled statue of myself

no longer turning this way and that

desiring this and not that seek only only one star

 in the dark sky with stony eyes

gaze glazed averting minutes to days

 piling up 

  dusks and dusty shadows

  a manic sunrise

  long afternoons puddling like a bruise

  nights of naked marco pollo

you move through life like your own season

 of somber promise

 your own harbinger
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 and talisman of future’s end

crazed fish  bowl of collected glints

 flakes and flecks  peeled scales of light

eyes on the swivel     

 I know this

 I’ve got this

  these days festive with children the birthday

  of birthdays rooms filled piñata in the tree

  cake candles singing and jumping

  presents tears of joy

I at the tattered edge

want to see only like the fish

 a world outside my glass eyed gaze

her hair      why think about it now

 the redness glowing of its smoking ember

 the lustrous falling away from her face

 lightly freckled still and her green tree

 eyes flecked golden brown and how we

loved each other to the best of our damaged ability

I’ve got more hair on these grapes my son said

 patting my purpling pate

can you be yourself and then be someone else

 the child and the man in one    be some time else

in the same fretful shell anxious in the summer world as those leaves

 trembling at autumn’s first furtive touch

the boy and the man and the dead father

 are all here at once what I am and not

bicycles we’ve all had them but not now

 and scooters

  I had one  an orange crate

  nailed to a 2 X 4

  with steel skate wheels

and faith and church and kneeling in piety

 did you have that too       Jim asked

Nick said      they’re turning Jesus into the Hello Kitty of saviors

how does faith survive the Hiroshima of the cigarette

 lungs brittle as winter leaves

after the first death there is no other

 after the father then the mother

a wound that doesn’t bleed but deep down glints

 angrily of truculent life

we hunted them in the dark places of the garage

in the wood pile and under fat lolling leaves

 black widows pulling at their crackling webs

putting them in pickle  jars popping in their egg sacks too

 the fear fizzing in us like a shaken can of venom soda

dousing them with lighter fluid and tossing in a match

  we’d dance around the sizzling glass chanting

  homage to our deathless youth.
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 you have to know when to stop   quit dabbing

 isn’t that what they tell painters

 stop fussing is the advice of experts

 let it be you’ve done enough hang it up and walk away

 can it be   is it done    is it true

 or might not the sky need one more touch of cerulean blue

Landscape
by Linda Soto
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I’m trying to find myself

from where I’m buried beneath the lines

hiding behind the binary. 

My coffin is under words miles deep. 

I can no longer breathe, 

so there I sleep. 

Cover me with your love

in the form of broken blood vessels;

mark me as yours

and hope they don’t fade. 

If I were made of numbers, 

the universal language of love, 

I could make it easier

and mail myself to you, 

send myself to you over wires, 

just ones and zeros. 

Beneath the Bianary
by Jessica Griffin

Beg me, and I will; 

I’ll follow you to the ends. 

Maybe I’m just a bit illogical, 

hoping to find something

that’s just hope and not real. 

My heart is tender,

and I’m sick from swallowing down tears,

so at least let me try. 

I’ll leave half-moon prints on your shoulders; 

all I wanted was to light your nights, 

but, as the astronomers say, 

we’re all made of stardust, 

and I’m only reflecting your light. 
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Who do you think I am?

Who do you want me to be?

Am I the widow waiting to die?

Am I the woman you called your wife?

Who do you want me to be?

I scream!

I am the heart turned cold

The rose now wilted

A red cell turned white

A feeling once felt

I am who you don’t want me to be

But who you have made

Reflection
by Erika Lynn Hasley

In my mind

I gain comfort

from knowing we have

never 

actually 

touched. 

Science does not permit

our bodies

to come together;

a layer of space

always persists

between your flesh

and mine. 

A space between your lips

and mine. 

Electromagnetic forces 

forever keep our atoms

apart,  

leaving me no room

to miss the touch

that could never 

exist. 

Electromagnetic
by Jessica Griffin
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In the events of my demise

how will  you look at me?

will you see me as the woman dressed in black

mourning the life that used to be?

dying

will you see me as 

a red heart

full, pumping, bleeding love

lonely

will you see me as 

a glitch in the system

something that wasn’t suppose to be

misunderstood

will you see me as

an innocent found guilty

judged

how will you see me 

when you can no longer look into my eyes 

Untitled
by Erika Lynn Hasley

Once I came across a man,

calm as could be, comfortable on a field of grass.

His clothes weren’t flashy, his smile was subtle,

he was pale and almost like a ghost.

His eyes were closed but it was like he was seeing through them,

at the sky above us both.

I asked him what he was doing,

I felt he had some secret,

something wise and something I needed to know.

He said, “Why I’m doing what I was made to do,

existing on this pretty blue marble.”

And he said it like it was the most simple thing in the world.

“But why are you lying there?” I asked,

and that’s when he opened his eyes.

His gaze was piercing, his eyes sharp.

His smile grew and he said,

“Why aren’t you?”

And that’s when I laid down and existed too.

Existing
by Brittany Hernandez
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Value Study
by Jamie Hayward

She knows how to breathe

Like each breath is a secret

Welcome the air, her hair set free

Eyes lay soft, she stands like a sonnet

The atmosphere no longer separate

She knows how to speak

Like each word is a dance

Inviting to trust, she knows not to seek

It’s an offer, a hope, a joining of hands

Waiting with patience, as the sky descends

She knows how to hold

The breeze to her soul

With a sweetness she brings in silence

She captures nature’s subtle full wings

With a silence that sings like the sirens

She knows how to whisper with the winds

Whispering with Wind
by Jhulana Jennings
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You greet me in your own way

A nuzzle or delighted neigh

Hand to your muzzle, breath on my skin

I comb your mane, and make you shine

You prance in the rain, dream in the sun

You carry me through anywhere you can run

I give you my love and you make me smile

Together we ride through a world of hail

You know me more by scent than face

So I know it’s ok when my hair’s out of place

I know you don’t mind an absence of fashion

Or if I trip on my heart and forget my passion

You stick around when she changes her mind

You stay by my side when he stops being mine

So when the world is breaking my spirit

I go for a ride and you make me fearless

Riding Fearless
by Jhulana Jennings

It’s a novelty thing

That comes from within

It whispers through trees

On the season breeze

It drifts down a stream

And flutters in the night

That novelty thing

That makes us feel right

It’s a Novelty Thing
by Jhulana Jennings
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Two people fall in love and the heart does what it pleases

Time reveals all truths of one’s soul so take your time

You’re on cloud nine for a while but at some point you will hit the grounds of reality

Be prepared to face reality by sharing a common ground for that creates love

If you are only looking at the physical attraction then you are in love and that is oaky 

but sadly the love won’t last and that creates war 

Love and War
by Lisa Kehl

Talk. The guns fall silent. Peace.

Peace
by Aubrey Leahy
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A Mind is a terrible thing to waist  

To Cinch, pinch or close on down 

To curtail, cur tale,  turn tail on

Or slide and run away from. 

To restrict or leave unhappy in the middle.

A mind is a terrible thing to wayst.

To draw in, to veil, curtail, yet close in haste.

To slim and trim or nip and  tuck

Nor muck about with. 

Detention No.  Declension Yo. 

A mind is a terrible thing to weighst

Like a well fed belly, a mind ought not be chaste

But chased around, dancing, prancing

Leaping through the fields of knowledge.

Like a nymphomaniac of learning.

Sleeping around but never asleep.

A Mind is a Terrible Thing to Waist
by Aubrey Leahy

Un-dormant,  a Nessun dorma of grey matter.

Pumping up, Plumping up, jumping up 

Puffing up so the buttons on the mind 

Strain, heave then “POP” right off

And make room for yet more stuffing. 

A mind is a terrible thing to Weyst

But ever yet goes darting around, 

Zagging and zooming like a water beetle

Zipping across a sun speckled pond.

Rather a hand in the air to ask

Than hands in the air to mask

Not knowing your taut

About being untaught.

Even un-mined minds knows that……..

A mind is a terrible thing to waste

So use it or 

Lose. 
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There is music all around you,

if you would only listen.

The wild wind whistling

the chime of water when it glistens.

  

The cricket and his violin

as it gently weeps.

The birds singing soprano

through their chirps and cheeps.

The wolf sings his ballads

while all his comrades dance.

The steady beat of hooves

as horses begin to prance.

The trumpet of the elephant

for every note he wails,

only waits for the metronome

of wagging zebra tails.

Cadence
by Caitlin Logan

The accent made when lightning

and thunder make a crash

matches the steady rhythm

of when the sea begins to splash.

The maracas of the rattler

when he begins to shake.

The steady double bass

of an earthquake.

All part of a symphony,

an ensemble of this strife,

all waiting for the sleepy cadence,

the ending of a life.
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Planets Aligned
by Linda Soto

There’s a lady down the lane,

whose dream is to be a painter.

Yet still she waits and hopes,

as a mere busser for the waiter.

The waiter is a man,

who, in all his table waiting,

also has a dream, to be a star.

But that dream is slowly fading.

It’s fading like the taxi cab down the road,

that dropped him off this afternoon,

whose driver is losing hope

of being an astronaut on the moon.

He goes home to his canary,

his somber canary in a cage,

but a canary that refuses to sing.

Unheard of and so strange.

The Canary
by Caitlin Logan
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Ah! See the bright shining sun!

Behold its rays, its warmth, its light!

The cold and the darkness do they shun

while hearts are freed from the tyranny of night. 

By this the servant of God Most High

is life bestowed upon plant and beast

and man is made to grow, to live, to sigh,

as the joys of his soul are refreshed and increased. 

Lo! See the white smiling moon!

Behold the sign, the guide, the hope

of weary travelers with grief made to swoon.

A spark of faith, how it helps those travelers to cope.

Hark! See the shining shimmering stars

in the firmament of heaven above!

Impossible to contain with infinite jars,

yet all-contained in the bosom of the Eternal Dove!

Signs in the Heavens
by Christopher McCarthy

A metaphor rich and profound 

made by God to express the Saint’s Communion, 

the dignity to which Mary was crowned,

and the life-giving nature of Him with Whom we seek reunion. 

For as the sun of God radiates life to the universe, 

so the moon of Mary gives light to all the pilgrims poor 

who the darkened desert of sin traverse

with saints’ starry compass in search of Heaven’s door. 
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Before that day I learned from thee

Black was but a color to me

It held no secrets, told no tales

That was before you sound the knell Of Black.

 

For black so wrongly critisized

Black a stigma before these eyes

A curse upon mine ears alone

A color to repent atone Of, Black.

 

Tortuous journey I come to know

From that day, oh so long ago

Hate poureth from the mouths of men

Hence they glance upon my skin Of Black.

A Color
by Celyn McGoo

Boys, noise, toys: BOOM

Only an echo left in the room

Where boys once slept.

I wept.

 

No gun control in my life

Only hate, bitterness, strife

Mem’ries of boys once held so dear

No longer near.

 

Fear solidifies in the room

Boys in their tombs 

Free. The boys are dead

I-I-I dread.

 

Down the hall I  pause

Slinking past the window ‘cause

Bullets fly that know no names.

Who’s to blame?

Boom
by Celyn McGoo
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Alone we sit in our rooms late at just waiting for someone to kiss us goodnight.

Our hands are so wrinkled our eyes still bright.

We live in closed buildings, we live sealed in airtight.

We look out our windows to see the life we once knew.

We once walked those streets lit by old light.

We remember our childhood and fright of the night and now that we are old the 

night is our sight.

You lock us away to keep us out of your sight.

Don’t look at our faces or into our eyes for you may see our light is your sight.

Many memories and stories we hold deep inside I wish you would

sit by my side and soon you find you have great insight.

One day you will be sitting here alone in the night until your own heart takes flight.

Human Trash
by Wendy K. Matzke

I heard the sound of water  

Have you ever heard the sound it makes?

Not a word does it take

But I listened to what it had to say

And thought about the day

Rivers speak more in May

Rain with broken speech

A brook whispers quietly  

And

If you sit within its reach

  For answers that you seek

There isn’t a drop that doesn’t speak 

The dew will touch your feet

Teach the sound you have heard

To all that you meet

The meek will listen 

To your words 

And you 

Will find 

Your Peace. 

Water
by Wendy K. Matzke
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Line Cross
by Linda Soto

She says my heart is hard as ice

But it still beats red

She says my words are dull and unyielding

But I still say I love you

She says my touch is emotionless

But I still comfort

My maker says I’m perfect

I feel like a robot

Cold
by Jessica May
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When I was first learning how to drive, my Aunt gave some advice.

First, if you’re on a long drive, look around once in a while or you will 

get tunnel vision. 

Second, if your foot gets tired on the gas pedal, think about or do 

something else to ignore it. 

Well my mind, in the funny little way minds do, turned it into a 

metaphor.

So when life seems like its stretching too long and getting dull, I look 

around to find things that make me happy.

When I get too tired, I turn to those things to keep me strong. 

Her third piece of advice?  

“And for God’s sake, clean it out once in a while!”

Unintended Metaphors
by Jessica May

Curving Tunnels
by Linda Soto
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Awaken to life humble and staid

you cannot subvert

the mistakes you have made 

no one to indemnify 

It’s yourself you betrayed

 Leave your past in your past 

Your mind’s paid its toll

your words are the weapons

Of which you control

Poetry like diamonds

Pressure from coal

Soul onto paper

Paper to soul

Language like  bullets

Load & take aim

True to yourself

No time for shame

Awaken
by Chenoa Neiberger

Cracked not shattered

bruised but

not broken

your strongest words

Written not spoken

You’re heart in your ink 

Be it paper or skin 

no trigger as virulent

as that on your pen 

releasing your demons 

acquitting your sin 

every day a new dawn 

A blank page to fill in

Awaken and let new life begin
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Lights, Gunshot, Ashes...the introduction to life and how it passes...the 

things they say can not surpass this…it’s a belief in a way to live...a fight 

for you and your kids...the struggle equals the beauty of the plan…

blessed the land with no holy man...cut to pieces and sold for cheap...

bargain hunt the life for free...stand and fight to make a difference...but 

you sat on your seat and didn’t listen...its the sorrows that are so sweet...

the best things are the things we forget mentioning...the breath we take 

in the morning and the heat from the sheets...the communion we share 

between the conversation seats...the day that becomes night before 

we fall to dreams...take appreciation of these things...as tomorrow may 

never be seen!!

Life 101
by Daniel Palmer

As flocks of death flow like dust over streams...the wind takes what it 

needs to seed...into the abyss and through the trees...season change so 

naturally...unlike the snake it slithers into you...a plague of life breaths 

till death takes the toll over too...with the snap of a finger and no magic 

trick...another child dies as another replaces it...the birds fly south when 

it is time...and the gofer comes out when he knows the sun will shine...

day breaks through the dusk...as the limbs wither...just as simple minded 

animals know only how to catch their dinner...it’s the way the page was 

written...evolution only exists through micro solutions...understanding 

where you stand and what is around you… from your feet to the distant 

world’s ends…is this what becomes true...knowledge is key but I still 

haven’t found which lock it goes to!!

Key to Nothing
by Daniel Palmer
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Marker Drawing
by Melinda Tomasello

Its imperative why should I have to say it...its the simile that made the 

play without the child...aspects of the real expressed more by adjectives 

in limbo...than what’s really in between those...white collar nothing...I’m 

left to die a punker in a casino...gambling 10,000 ways I wish I could get 

back to me though...describe it to the fullest without words...its implied I 

shouldn’t need to curse…a basket case with no handles...pick it up with 

out hands though...so many things in life are only plots and scandals...

the governments kill with disaster, then charges you for the bandages 

after…irony that the cop killed the cop...irony how the man who shot...

never shot...but is still locked up...this world sucks...might as well get in 

a big pile and rot...with no condom on, good luck...the justice system is 

totally sick and corrupt!!

Justice in Corruption
by Daniel Palmer
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Uttered words to a perverse song...instigates the lies from another’s 

wrongs...its too much to say...I’m too tired anyways...these are the ex-

cuses we constantly make...i have to say that I’m ready now to not fake...I 

fall down just to get back up and do this right...more intelligent than 

the speaker on the mic...yet I listen patiently and add to list the experi-

ence...this must be the way they invented delirious...black balloons and 

plastic cakes interrupted by false gods today...worship your demigods and 

dieties and live in the dirt...were all made from the same string but does 

this knife hurt...please I beg of you all...join together because as one we 

can take down the law...its not cool to kill for fun!!

Revolutionary Leader
by Daniel Palmer

Step up to the plate...no looking back...swing and hit with no bat....set 

aside the false reality to pick up what’s real...cant wait to look back and 

see how I conquered the kill...no enemy to betray but the one behind my 

own eyes...that inner conscience is too alive...held onto like something 

rare and great...just wish I had some with me before I took my first swing 

from home plate...no mistakes I don’t believe in that....no time to sleep 

because life is too fast......the past it what makes this all so great...hold on 

quick, slide with me through home base!!

Home Run Nothing
by Daniel Palmer
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Fragmented
by Michelle Aldana

Intellectually know in my head I call home...wrapped like a present given 

for no one...I did this for you....your beautiful its true...I wish I knew you 

more because I believe I know how your heart beats too....absent minds 

upon clocks of time…I was sold by my heart...to buy yours...It could have 

been fate that brought me to your door...I smile in the wait...till the day 

we’ll finally meet…that day and moment I will sweep you off your feet...

more gorgeous on the inside how could this be....I just drop dead from 

your beauty...a light in the dark...inside  the storm must not drop...Ill keep 

it forever even if eternity stops!!

Shh...Noa
by Daniel Palmer
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Banshees, all,

Morgan and Morgause,

Wicked women without form;

They circle above and

Beyond me in Fairy Barge.

Accusation, sneers, awareness 

That I reflect not Artos.

Not me.

My life is like DC comics,

A hero without a sword

Facing painted angels

Strong, tempting, mine.

Like a mother 

They are all too willing

To punish those they love

For their own good.

Marble statues are pious virtues,

Serenity a checkerboard lawn

On an Isle of Glass.

Banshees
by Shannon B. Rumsey

Yet, I shrink away.

Maybe I’m Florence Nightengale,

Gone to suck Vortigern’s - or someone’s - wounds,

Or maybe a dog to lick my own.

I cannot measure which,

Just that some wound calls, I go,

And these harpies snare me “home.”

Oh, I think of struggling

From within Möbius distraction,

But often marble is simply polished stone

And whatever wound I seek

Merely aches.

As I dream checkerboard dreams

And melt like cheese on Silverstone

Angels drop like flies

And wounds tickle as they heal.
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From an iron bay, I’ve been thinking about vast poppy fields

and a warlord’s legacy, while our sons inherit munitions

And barbed wire and absent teeth-

Hookas abound,

Thick monster coffee, nuts and honey.

In another form-

Lucky in peace, while Anglo kher sewranew abandon arms

And negotiate contract bridge-

Happy echoes across the hills in the middle of the night

Don’t count if not on the map.

Poppy fields float beneath the pyre smoke of a casualty culture.

War is not culture, but a legacy of war substitutes as a birthwrong.

The children file through bodies strewn upon

Earth-pox of charcoal and glass

And clean up the mess (eventually)

All the while singing,

Sodden red boots

trodden your roots.

Blackened birds forage;

Afghanistan
by Shannon B. Rumsey

Sackin’ hoards scourge.

Pheasants sing a song,

peasants ring along.

Till the guns go

Tee-tee-tah!

Dying, the dead fall,

flying, the red skull

Heeheehah!

Luck in latitude and weakened will

Fighting to keep avuncular illusions and dystopian claim

smoke rings are easy when you’re proud

of mission, rank, and field

the numbers of many contrary quarters

just like counting coup

every man’s peering through gaunt nausea

with each shared bowl

and the greatness we are reaching

yet leave out the wretched

left dying den of thoughtless thieves-
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You know nothing comes from nothing.

Hm.

On the grand scale of time, 

we’ll still be reclaimed

 fe al Arabi wa  fe al Pashto

we fought the dogs of the western sphere

as we lulled their children to listless, dreamless sleep

At the gates of Morphea’s Realm at Oneiroi’s leisure-

Bloated, numb, and distracted,

the heirs of a Great Satan sink evermore to silence

With nothing left worth singing.

Pouring Letters
by Roberto De La Cruz
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Knotted roots
by Linda Soto

Dry grasses, mesmerized by the wind, 

are my audience, witness to a solemn testament 

of utter devotion to a lost cause. 

Vain, they sway, 

compelled by an unseen force to move this was and that, 

to embrace the sun and then reject it. 

The blame is strangely placed on the luckless blades, 

and fickle Anemoi fly without consequence. 

They cares for naught but whim, 

and souls that are gained or lost within the grasses 

may find only pleasure in the powerlust 

which calls their doom. 

Above the murmuring blow, to the pious reed, 

a vow, holy in intent, proud in content, calls forth 

sacrifice and sanctimony in the name of an unseen force. 

An oath spoken, lust for lust’s sake, does not fall 

flat upon the rushes, for they, too, praise the wind of their destruction, 

of their own pity. 

As grasses sanction a testament of false gods, 

Phlegmatic Eurus eases his ride, resting for tomorrow’s gale; 

reeds and oaths, for merciful hesitation of fate, 

rejoice in vertical aspirations. 

Oklahoma Meadow
by Shannon B. Rumsey
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Black and white

Shades of blue

Silence can be so true

Lots of color

Plenty of sound

Watch the people

Go round and round

Dramatic acts

Daring feats

Handsome heroes and princesses meet

No color, no sound

Yet both abound

Moving Pictures (Silent Movies)
by Katie-Lynn Sarchet

Line Cross
by Linda Soto
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he Gravedigger leaned on his shovel and observed his now 

finished work. The sun was beaming down overhead, but 

he was the only one who noticed. Of  all the bodies in the 

cemetery, his was the only one still capable of  sweating, or thinking, 

or even able to perform what some would call the less desirable tasks, 

that he called his budding career. He was young, though, and saw 

The Gravedigger, Part I
by Torrance Brent Simpson II

T
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anything strange about this girl, or if  he had just been under the sun 

for too long that day. She reached in her skinny jeans pocket and 

revealed a small white piece of  paper.

 “Well, I don’t mean to bother you,” she said, “but I’m trying 

to find my Nana. The people in the office gave me this map to find her 

plot, but the symbols are kinda funky. I’m not sure if  621B is that way 

or further down towards the Mausoleums or...”

He kept digging. He wasn’t sure what he should say to her. Girls like 

her don’t just wander around the cemetery, and they sure as hell don’t 

ask the creepy gravedigger for directions. Maybe she was a…-no!                                                            

 “You need a new map then,” he said, and continued digging.

 “That was the best you could think of ?” he thought to himself. 

He knew he wasn’t one of  the people in the office; he was not the 

person to give directions. He was just the gravedigger. His job was to 

bury the dead loved ones.

 Simple as that.

 He continued digging.

 “Well, this is the only one I have, so if  you would please just 

point me in the right direction maybe? I would be eternally grateful,” 

she said, sounding a little desperate. She blushed shyly.

 The gravedigger stopped shoveling and spun around very 

quickly, stabbing the shovel spear head sharply into the dirt. He did 

this out of  habit, but he could tell it startled her. A lot.

 “Look lady, I’m a gravedigger. I don’t give directions. I dig 

digging graves as his only means of  making any money and would do 

what he had to just to survive.  Digging graves isn’t exactly the best 

way to meet chicks, though.  A lot of  the women he saw were cold and 

not that talkative, and pumped full of  embalming fluid. Not like the 

girls he sees at the local community college. Education is a breeding 

ground for beautiful young girls who were so warm and alive. They 

were disgusted by him, however. He scared most of  them just because 

of  his black clothes and hair. Rumors followed him from class to class, 

tales of  his murdering his family or being haunted by every person 

he buries. He didn’t care though. He knew the truth was that he, like 

everyone else in this cruel world, was totally alone.

 “Wow! That’s pretty deep” a voice said behind him, snapping 

him out of  his daydream. He spun around to see a strange living 

creature he had never seen before. She was eating red licorice that was 

the same color as her lipstick and everything else she wore was dark 

black. Her hair was darker than anything he had ever seen before, and 

the sun made it shimmer like the ocean.  He made eye contact with 

her and felt her stare pierce into his soul. He knew this girl was like 

none he had ever seen before. He turned and continued digging.

 “Do you speak English?” she said loudly over the sound of  

his shovel. He nodded and kept digging. She must have asked Juan 

and Taco, the landscapers to help, but they preferred to speak Spanish 

around visitors. He peered over to them on the lawn, trimming the 

wings on the Angel-shaped hedges. He wondered if  they noticed 
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graves, and I have a lot of  work to do.  621B is by the entrance, 6 

rows back and 21 plots in, you should have seen that section when you 

pulled in. So, if  you would please…” he said and turned to continue 

his work. She looked at her map and still seemed very puzzled.

 “Can you show me on here?” she said, gesturing towards 

her map. The gravedigger stabbed his shovel once again and walked 

towards her. He was much taller than her. He snatched the map out of  

her hands and turned it right side up. 

 “621B is right here, and you are riiiiiight here. I could show 

you if  you like. I didn’t mean to snap at you. I’ve just had a long day,” 

He said. Her eyes were really dark, and her skin was very pale.

 “I would really appreciate it,” she said, smiling up at him.  He 

couldn’t help but to smile sheepishly back. He couldn’t remember the 

last time he smiled at anyone. Maybe it was the last time he saw his 

mother.

 “Want some licorice?” she said, offering him a piece. He 

was still smiling as he took off  his work gloves and dusted his hands 

together. He took a piece and yanked a bite off  the top part. They 

began walking.

 “I don’t normally take candy from strangers, but I haven’t 

really eaten all day,” the gravedigger said.

 “My name is Molly,” she said, “now we aren’t strangers.”
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This pen’s already running out of ink

but I’ve got paper for days

my footsteps are the only thing on the 

beat

and my skull is a blaze

there’s got to be 

somebody listening

to these things

I built me a flame

without telling names

I wish I would have called you back

but now that there’s time

I’m losing my mind

why did I have to go and do that?

there’s got to be 

somebody listening 

to these things

Triangle>
by Torrance Brent Simpson II

Maybe I am dreaming this

or maybe I was dead long ago

and I don’t even know.

I am forced to face this future

while my present time is 

arriving 

so 

Slow.

in this triangle >

I have lived off sand for days

and nothing’s come to surface on the 

shore

What’s worst is 

I deserve this

yeah

I deserve this 

and nothing more.

if I’m alive here

then I’m alone dear
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Skelton Study
by Lisa Henderson

The snare drum hits

like it’s having fits

the cymbals are sobbing away

The Sax is crying

The guitar is frying

The bass line’s been walking for 

days.

The Singer is singing

about life’s meaning

she says that it’s better to stay

the piano comes

to the sound of the drums

and they both rip holes in the sky

the Horns just might

go pick a fight

so they’ll never grow old and die.

The Preacher is preaching

about my dreaming,

He says to go home and pray.

The sound is ringing

the words have meaning

I know that it’s better to stay.

It’s Better to Stay
by Torrance Brent Simpson II
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In a time long ago, in the land of  Perodontis, there existed two 

kingdoms, Dentia and Tartaris. Dentia was the most beautiful 

kingdom in all the land, renowned for its dazzling, enameled 

white walls surrounded by large, pearly white gates. The kingdom 

was white and bright and sparkled in the sunlight.  The kingdom 

prospered, and the citizens flourished and were happy. Clean, white 

Lord of  the Crest
by Navarre ‘Navigator’ Unruh
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smiles abounded in the kingdom, and everyone had exceptionally 

good breath. The kingdom was ruled by a benevolent king and queen, 

King Colgate and Queen Cresta.  They were blessed with two beautiful 

daughters, Flossy and Flourida, two princesses who were wise beyond 

their years and much beloved by the people of  Dentia.

           Tartaris, on the other hand, could not boast of  such a beautiful 

kingdom. It was more akin to a wasteland.  Comprised of  rubble and 

filth, it was a land of  darkness and decay.  The inhabitants of  Tartaris 

were called Caviters.  Tiny creatures, barely visible to the naked eye, 

they lived in dirt and darkness and thrived and multiplied in cracks and 

crevices.  Led by the evil Queen Gingavitis, the Caviters, infamous for 

their bad breath, were bent on spreading their brand of  destruction 

and decay. 

      Time and time again, Dentia had repelled repeated attempts by 

the Caviters to invade their kingdom. Dentia possessed a powerful 

army called drillers and an elite special forces known as the White 

Strips who kept the evil Queen at bay. Even the citizens were vigilant 

in the fight, armed with a weapon they forged during the Plaque 

Wars, a long staff  with bristles attached to one end. But this time it 

wasn’t enough. The evil Queen had a plan. She consulted her sorcerer 

Fructose, who concocted sweetened syrup from corn. Sneaking this 

concoction into Dentia’s food supply, it weakened their defenses and 

allowed the Caviters to get inside the kingdom. At first, the citizens 

did not realize they had been invaded, as the Caviters hid themselves 

well in the cracks and crevices of  the enameled kingdom walls. But 

slowly, as they continued to thrive and multiply in their new home, 

the people of  Dentia began to see the decay that resulted from their 

invasion, and they were alarmed. The evil Queen had finally infiltrated 

their beautiful kingdom. They would soon make a dark, crumbling 

wasteland of  Dentia.

     Concerned for their kingdom and their people, Princess Flossy 

and Flourida made an appointment to see the wise council of  dentists. 

Even though they were wise, many people in the kingdom were afraid 

of  them, including the royal family, but the princesses had to put their 

fears aside and save their kingdom. The dentists informed them that the 

salvation of  their kingdom lay within them and that they must work 

together to find a solution. And that’s exactly what they did. Princess 

Flossy invented a strong waxy string to get into the cracks and crevices 

and remove debris and decay, which weakened the Caviters’ foothold.  

And Princess Flourida, a sorceress in her own right, invented a paste 

that could be applied to the bristled weapons that the citizens already 

possessed. This paste, which she named Colgate in honor of  her father, 

dissolved the Caviters and actually prevented them from taking hold 

in the enameled walls of  the city. Armed with these new inventions, 

the wise words of  the council of  dentists, the army of  drillers and 

White Strips, and the vigilant citizens with their bristled weapons and 

paste, the Caviters were finally forced out and annihilated. Fillers were 

quickly dispatched to repair the damage that the Caviters had left in 
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their wake. Soon the kingdom was restored to its former brilliance. 

But three out of  four dentists from the council recommended that the 

people of  Dentia remain vigilant in order to fend off  further attacks 

from Queen Gingavitis, Tartaris, and its evil inhabitants. From that day 

forward, the citizens watched for corn syrup in their food. They used 

the wax string that Princess Flossy invented every day in the cracks and 

crevices of  the kingdom to prevent the Caviters from ever taking hold 

again. And the people used the Colgate paste that Princess Flourida 

invented on their bristled weapons daily as a preventive measure. By 

doing so, Dentia never again had an invasion from the Caviters.

               And it remains that way today. If  you see your dentist regularly, 

floss and brush daily with fluoride toothpaste, you will prevent cavities 

from invading your pearly whites and avoid the drilling and filling.

I heard they talk

With shallow hearts they say

You’re weak…

But you have earned true strength inside

They put on a facade to avoid feeling

You’ve been hurt worse and more often

Still you stand completely open

Brave enough to take what’s given 

But to a stranger you appear wounded…

And sometimes you cry

But as you watch your tears with the joy of living 

They cower inside 

Through the good and bad keep your head up 

Let them focus on what’s beneath you if they insist

For you, Life’s worth the view

I promise…

The Myth of Tears
by Zachary Allen Zietz
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Head Crowd
by Linda Soto

W R I T E R S ’ B I O G R A P H I E S
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Cynthia Aholelei pages: 23, 24

I have been writing poetry for the last 25 years, there are over 100 poems in my 
portfolio I have enjoyed the arts for as long as I can remember.  My two sons are my 
biggest fans; in fact, my youngest son has done some artwork on some of my poems.  
Someday I would like to publish a book of my work with my son as the illustrator.  
I have been published in the Howl for 2 years now and enjoy reading the other 
poems by my peers.  I also make quilts and embroider whenever I have time left from 
studying.  I love to read books and poems whenever I can. 

Charlotte Burns pages: 26, 29

Charlotte Burns is a Communications and Liberal Arts major at CMC. She enjoys 
singing, eating delicious foods, taking photographs, traveling, and hiking with her 
sweet pup Phoebe. 

Courtney Paige Freeman pages: 30

Ms. Freeman, who is 19, has lived in the High Desert her entire life. She has been 
writing as long as she can remember about many different topics. Having enjoyed 
writing for so long she hopes to have her first book published soon. Her hobbies 
include: tennis, horseback riding, crafts, and baking. Her career goal is to open her 
own bakery located here in the Morongo Basin. 

Greg Gilbert pages: 

Greg Gilbert is a Trustee and an Emeritus Professor at Copper Mountain College. He 
founded Howl 18 years ago and is grateful to the college and the Howl faculty and 
staff for keeping our little magazine alive and well. Greg is retired and lives in Yucca 
Valley with his wife Candace. 

Mike Green pages: 46

Adjunct Professor, CMC English Dept. Born, 1946, Chicago Illinois. Married 43 years. 
Two kids. Two grandkids. Sailed the seas. Vietnam Vet, USMC. Happy to be alive.

Jessica Griffin pages: 52, 54

Jessica Griffin is a lover and creator of the arts who thirsts constantly for knowledge 
of any kind and yearns unendingly to be reunited with the womb of stars from 
whence we were all formed.

Erika Lynn Hasley pages: 55, 56

I have written all my life. Well at least since the age of five. I read to expand my mind.
This passion fuels my life. I write because I can’t control it and why would I want to? 
I’ll write until my bones don’t work, and even then there is audio recording

Brittany Hernandez pages: 57 

Brittany Hernandez is a student at Copper Mountain College hoping to get her 
Bachelor’s degree in English. She enjoys reading literature, writing literature and 
helping others become avid fans of literature. Her hobbies include eating, playing 
video games, and reading new novels. She hopes to secure a job as an editor or 
overseas English teacher.

Jhulana Jennings pages: 59, 60, 61

Jhulana Jennings is a young woman with many diverse interests. She is a ballerina, 
horse and bunny owner, writer, and aspiring forensic pathologist. Among the many 
that inspire her to write are the great authors, Jane Austen and Shannon Hale.

Miguel Jimenez Cover Art

With the skills I have learned from my art making since I was young lad and my new 
Intro to Two Dimensional Design class, I was able to make this design for the 2014 
Howl cover. Growing up in this desert, I realized that idle hands weren’t a good thing 
to have. So, since being a young boy, my dream has been to become a tattoo artist. 
From elementary school to high school I took many art classes to improve my skills 
as an artist. Here at Copper Mountain College I an auto mechanic major and I am also 
continuing my studies of visual art.

Writers’ Biographies
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Lisa Kehl pages: 62

Lisa Kehl age 38. A former grad of Copper Mountain Campus began writing in the 
year 2000. A poet she may be but is extremely talented for she has written her poetry 
where each one ties into the next one telling a story over the course of five books; 
at the same time if a reader like certain poems they can enjoy them as individual 
works without feeling the story will be lost. For Lisa this was not enough, for she 
wants her readers to never feel judged or maligned but inspired by the realities of 
life and its many trials. A challenge that has been successfully met. Contact Lisa at: 
lisakehl22@yahoo.com

Aubrey Leahy pages: 63, 64

Aubrey, still laboring under the delusion that the mature prefix in “Mature student” 
applies to him boasts that his proudest achievement in the last year was, during 
summer term, to be awarded an “F’ for Expository English. Convinced “F” stands for 
fabulous, his ability for self delusion, unlike Kanga, knows no bounds.

Caitlin Logan pages: 69

My name is Caitlin and I am 18 years old. I simply love to write, both poetry and 
music. Writing has been one of my hobbies since I was a young girl, and I hope to be 
the author of many children’s books one day.

Christopher McCarthy pages: 70

I am a curiously humorous yet deep thinker with poetic tendencies—or am I a 
humorous poet with curious tendencies who thinks deeply? Perhaps I am neither. 
Maybe I am actually a deep thinker who writes poetically and has humorous 
tendencies. Unless, of course, I am poetic thinker with humorous tendencies who 
writes curiously, which would just be weird. In any case, I’d better stop thinking 
before my brain turns into goo. 

Celyn McGoo  pages: 72, 73

Wendy K. Matzke pages: 74, 75

I have returned to school after a long party that never seemed to end. The party is 
over and work has commenced.  I came back to school to discover something new and 
I found I am truly happy when it’s quiet and I can write. I graduate in December and 
will continue my knowledge gathering at CSUSB.
I came to California to attend Brooks College and I graduated with an Associate 
of Arts degree. I moved to Morongo Valley a few years ago and started attending 
Copper Mountain College in 2010. I always thought that painting and drawing was 
my calling but I was wrong. I have a deep love for pen and ink and who knew it would 
be with words.  Thank you for considering my works.

Jessica May pages: 77, 78

The girl who dreams far too much

Chenoa Neiberger pages: 80

My name is Chenoa Neiberger. I am an English Literature major here at Copper 
Mountain College. I have been attending for two plus years, and will graduate in the 
fall of 2014, and plan to transfer to Cal State for my BA. I eventually plan on teaching 
here at Copper Mountain College. I have been writing for many years, but this is the 
first time I’ve entered any writing to be read by others. I am a single mother to two 
beautiful children, who continue to amaze me everyday. I find inspiration to write in 
all I see and do.  I am one half of a set of fraternal twins. I was raised by the ultimate 
hippy mother and am grateful for it! 

Daniel Palmer pages: 85, 86, 87, 89

I am an artist in every way shape and form. I express myself though drawing, 
dancing, and writing. I have lived a lot for my age an experienced much of what life 
has to offer. I pay attention to my surroundings and the people I surround myself 
with. I believe that I have a different perspective on life, not just because I’m 6’6” 
but because of these things I’ve come to understand. My name is Daniel Palmer and 
these are my poems!

Writers’ Biographies
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Shannon Bryce Rumsey pages: 90, 92, 97

Shannon Bryce Rumsey draws his inspiration from Adrienne Rich, Edgar Allen Poe, 
and Lennon/McCartney.  He is a Southern California native, majoring in sociology, 
anthropology, history, political science, and philosophy.  He now works with his third 
muse, having slain the first pair in two separate boating accidents.

Katie-Lynn Scarchet pages: 98

God, family, and books. The only stable things in this military brat’s life.

Torrance Brent Simpson II pages: 101, 106, 109

Torrance Brent Simpson II is a singer song writer from the hi-desert. He began 
playing music at the age of 10 when his parents bought him an alto-saxophone. He 
played his little heart out, but still had a massive thirst for more! Being raised in an 
extremely musically-talented family, more was right around the corner, as he and 
his two brothers and one older sister began learning every instrument they could 
possibly get their hands on. Nowadays at 22, Brent plays bass guitar and sings in a 
super groovy ska-band called “Spankshaft”, in which his older brother Brandon plays 
guitar and sings lead vocals. Brent also plays guitar and sings in his own musical 
project called “Daytime Moon”. Catch him at some local coffeehouse open mics near 
you!

Navarre ‘Navigator’ Unruh pages: 111

One odd day the world decided to take Steven Spielberg, Ridley Scott, and Quentin 
Tarantino and run them into each other to create something very unique. Thus, 
formed the Navigator.

Zachary Allen Zietz  pages: 115

I’m Zachary Allen Zietz the past is practice and “future” should be synonyms with 
“chances”. To know me better add me on Facebook I will be starting a youtube 
channel soon! 
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Howl is published annually
with the support of the

Copper Mountain College Foundation
and Local Sponsors.

Live readings leading up to the book release
at Local Venues showcasing

Local Art and
Local Musicians. 

To join next year’s Howl as a writer, editor, 
artist, musician, sponsor, host, donor, or in any 

capactiy, please contact:

Ellen Baird at ebaird@cmccd.edu
or

Sandy Smith at ssmith@cmccd.edu
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m a d e  p o s s i b l e  b y

CMC Foundation - Bringing Community to CMC
The Copper Mountain College Foundation (formerly the Friends of Copper Mountain 
College) is a non-profit, charitable organization whose mission is to maximize 
educational opportunities in the Morongo Basin by supporting the college’s 
activities, programs and facilities.

The Foundation provides the crucial link between community donations and the 
educational needs of the college. By supporting the Foundation’s mision with a 
charitable gift, you can help the college provide educational excellence for all its 
students, now and in the future.

For more information please visit the Foundation at
cmccd.edu/Foundation or call 760-366-3791 x4200

Alumni Association
The CMC Foundation oversees the college’s Alumni Association, composed of 
graduates, former and current students, faculty and friends. Alumni donations 
are used to fund student scholarships and other campus programs and activities. 
Contact the Foundation for more information on the Alumni Association and gift-
giving options.

The Copper Mountain College Foundation is an IRS designated 501(c)(3) tax exempt 
public charity. Your gift is tax-deductable to the extent permitted by law. 
Federal ID #95-3778-234
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